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Personal vendettas, hidden treasure, and a monkey named Carl will send bounty hunter
Stephanie Plum on her most explosive adventure yet.The Crime: Armed robbery to the tune of
nine million dollarsDom Rizzi robbed a bank, stashed the money, and did the time. His family
couldn't be more proud. He always was the smart one.The Cousin: Joe MorelliJoe Morelli, Dom
Rizzi, and Dom's sister, Loretta, are cousins. Morelli is a cop, Rizzi robs banks, and Loretta is a
single mother waiting tables at the firehouse. The all-American family.The Complications:
Murder, kidnapping, destruction of personal property, and acid refluxLess than a week after
Dom's release from prison, Joe Morelli has shadowy figures breaking into his house and dying in
his basement. He's getting threatening messages, Loretta is kidnapped, and Dom is
missing.The Catastrophe: MoonmanMorelli hires Walter "Mooner" Dunphy, stoner and "inventor"
turned crime fighter, to protect his house. Morelli can't afford a lot on a cop's salary, and Mooner
will work for potatoes.The Cupcake: Stephanie PlumStephanie and Morelli have a long-standing
relationship that involves sex, affection, and driving each other nuts. She's a bond enforcement
agent with more luck than talent, and she's involved in this bank-robbery-gone-bad disaster from
day one.The Crisis: A favor for RangerSecurity expert Carlos Manoso, street name Ranger, has
a job for Stephanie that will involve night work. Morelli has his own ideas regarding Stephanie's
evening activities.The Conclusion: Only the fearless should listen to Fearless Fourteen by Janet
Evanovich.Thrills, chills, and incontinence may result.

PRAISE FOR Janet Evanovich and her Stephanie Plum series:"Lorelei King gives a fantastic
performance of Janet Evanovich's latest comedic mystery caper involving New Jersey bail
bondswoman Stephanie Plum and her compatriots.... relax and enjoy Evanovich's tight writing
and King's amazing reading of everyone from Stephanie to tough cops to adolescent boys to a
Big Black Mama of a woman. Add spot-on conversations, real-life phrasing, such as
breathlessness when Stephanie's chasing a con, and an end-of-book interview of Evanovich by
King, and you have the perfect listen."--"AudioFile" on "Fearless Fourteen," an Earphones Award
Winner PRAISE FOR Janet Evanovich and her Stephanie Plum series:"Stephanie Plum is a
bounty hunter with a great sense of humor that balances out her attitude and worse luck...like
Dorothy Parker with a lousy job and a Jersey accent." --Time "Evanovich's series is as addictive
as Fritos...Evanovich serves up consistently craveable goodies." --PeopleAbout the AuthorJanet
Evanovich is the author of the Stephanie Plum books, including One for the Money and Sizzling
Sixteen, and the Diesel & Tucker series, including Wicked Appetite. Janet studied painting at
Douglass College, but that art form never quite fit, and she soon moved on to writing stories. She
didn’t have instant success: she collected a big box of rejection letters. As she puts it, “When the
box was full I burned the whole damn thing, crammed myself into pantyhose and went to work



for a temp agency.” But after a few months of secretarial work, she managed to sell her first novel
for $2,000. She immediately quit her job and started working full-time as a writer. After a dozen
romance novels, she switched to mystery, and created Stephanie Plum. The rest is history.
Janet’s favorite exercise is shopping, and her drug of choice is Cheeze Doodles.LORELEI KING
has recorded over 200 audiobooks, including several titles from Janet Evanovich’s bestselling
Stephanie Plum series and Darynda Jones’s Charley Davidson series. Her many awards
include the 2008 Audie Award for Female Solo Narration for Tallgrass by Sandra Dallas, the
Radio Times performer of the Year for The Blind Assassin by Margaret Atwood, and AudioFile
Earphones Awards for Eleven on Top and Twelve Sharp, both by Janet Evanovich. AudioFile
also deemed her one of the "Best Voices of 2008." King’s screen credits include Notting Hill,
House of Mirth, and Cold Feet, among others. She has appeared as regular and recurring
characters in popular British television shows such as Chef, Cold Feet, Alistair McGowan's Big
Impression, Emmerdale, and the saucy Mile High. King now makes her home in London, where
she lives with her husband, actor Vincent Marzello.
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sarabelladonna81, “My Favorite Plum. This is one of my favorite Plum books, even though I've
read it a bunch of times, I keep going back to it. I love Mooner, and Zook and Gary are perfect
compliments.”

Cozy Reader, “Stephanie Plum delivers the laughs!. Stephanie Plum is continuing with her
history of hunting down criminals and blowing up cars in Fearless Fourteen, the fourteenth
adventure in the series by Janet Evanovich. This time her main suspect is Loretta, who stole
alcohol and failed to turn up for her court date. In the process of apprehending Loretta and
getting her re-bonded, she becomes involved in an adventure involving Loretta's brother, Dom,
who is looking to recover his robbery earnings now that he's out of jail. However one of his
partner-in-crime wants the money and is impatient, resorting to kidnapping Loretta to get what
he wants. Stephanie (and Morelli and Ranger) must work together to try and recover Loretta and
the stolen money in time.I love the Stephanie Plum books because they are so outrageous
laugh-out-loud funny. There isn't as much "substance" to them as some of the other mysteries I
read, but they do deliver in the laughs department, and Fearless Fourteen was no
exception.While there was no car bombings or explosions, we did have a house bombing, a
monkey that likes to hump and a aging star that likes to get intoxicated and is looking for
husband #6. So needless to say there is plenty of action and lots of laughs!!I liked this Stephanie
Plum adventure. There are hints towards a future between Stephanie and Morelli, and it will be
interesting to see if that plays out. While I'm hoping Stephanie might choose Ranger down the
track, right now I'm happy to read about her love life with Morelli.There wasn't as much "mystery"
with this one but there were lots of laughs, including Grandma Mazur playing the role of a goth
gamer, and for this reason it was a solid 4-star read for me!”

Sam&Watson, “I love Janet and her books! Especially the Stephanie Plum novels!!. I really love
all the action and romance etc.It's always something new I could read these books forever! I
would definitely recommend 10/10 to anyone who likes action, comedy, romance and just some
really good reading!”

apersistent1, “give the book a chance. I have to say I enjoyed this book. I recently got into the
Plum series books and haven’t stopped since I started the first one, sometimes reading a book a
day. Therefore, I was reluctant on starting this book from the reviews I’d read. After reading the
book, I have to say I disagree with most of the reviews. I think people saying “goodbye to my
favorite series” are being dramatic. While this book wasn't as exciting as the others, it wasn't as
bad as some of the reviews make it out to be.I do agree that I wish Grandma Mazur was in the
book a bit more. However, Grandma Mazur, Ranger and even Morelli are side characters.
Stephanie is the main character of these books and sometimes the other characters are going to
be scarce and that’s something you just have to deal with. But, having Mooner back was a treat. I



think his character is funny and adds comic relief to the story line.I also agree with the fact that I
didn't like that we don’t know (and am guessing never will) who the toes belonged to. Dom’s
mom? A random lady? Not getting to know who's they were after it being mentioned several
times was kind of upsetting.All in all, if you've read the other thirteen books, give fourteen a shot
and form your own opinions. There were plenty of ”laugh out loud” moments and interesting
story lines.”

susan dietz, “sued. OH MY I laughed so hard reading about the potatoe bazooka! Once again all
the characters are so much fun! Will Lula get married?”

Janet A Draffin, “Another gem by Janet Evanovich. Every book in this series gets funnier. They
are a light, quick read that will bolster your mood and make you laugh.”

ellen george, “Better than the last book. I have been a fan of the Stephanie Plum books from the
beginning. Or nearly the beginning - I walked into my bookstore a long time ago, and they had
buy Two for the Dough, and get One for the Money for free! I couldn't resist that. The first book
established characters, the next book started the laughs.The books have ranged from hilarious
to not so hilarious. The latter books have not been as funny as some of the earlier works. Why? I
don't know. I have called it jamespattersonitis on occassion. That's where an author cranks out
so many series and books, the quality isn't as high as it was.Fearless Fourteen is better than
Thirteen. It has some really funny moments. It gets a little silly, but most of them do - protecting
the New Jersey 'legend' Brenda - a 61 year old singer who has had better days, is the premise of
the book - Stephanie has been hired by Ranger to help him protect this lady who has passed her
prime and is a legend only to herself and many in New Jersey.There are some really funny
moments with her and a monkey. Don't ask me how a monkey gets in the mix. Just believe me it
works.Does this book develop the characters more? Uh...no...But it does have some bright
spots with Grandma Mazur in Goth gear playing Dungeons and Dragons, and other laugh out
loud moments. Not as many as previous books, but more than Thirteen.One hopes Fifteen will
be page turning laughs and great moments with our favorite characters. We deserve it.”

Book Club Betty, “Really enjoyed it!. I've read all the previous books in this series over the years
and was recently looking for a light read so downloaded this to my kindle. I really enjoyed it and
had more than usual laugh out loud moments - I think Ms Evanovich is just so much more
comfortable with her characters now. Lula was usually who made me laugh the most. I used to
work with someone from Trenton (I thought it was a fictional place until she said where she was
from) and was of the same dress-sense and build (but not the same career!) and I just picture
her as Lula.This book has got me back into the series again and it won't be long before I will be
trying the next one.”

katy, “Amazing funny author. Brilliant as always”



dpd, “Not disappointed. I thought by the time I got to no. 14 in the Stephanie Plum series it would
be same old, same old. And whilst to some degree it is, with some ridiculous moments, it still
had me laughing out loud on several occasions. The ageing singer Brenda was a great
invention, bring on no. 15!”

Flower, “Page turner. Very funny as usual.”

The book by Janet Evanovich has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 3,026 people have provided feedback.
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